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Permian Oil & Gas Production: Is It 
Becoming Financially Sustainable? 



Spoiler Alert: 
Yes, and many Permian-centric producers 
can grow at oil prices that are likely below 
many OPEC countries’ long-term “minimum 
acceptable price thresholds.”

• Now, let’s dig into some criticisms of shale and the cumulative 
impacts of geology, scale, and technical innovation and 
excellence that are making the Permian one of the most 
important global oil (and natural gas) provinces.



Some Prominent Critiques of the US Shale Sector
Presented by hedge fund manager David Einhorn at 
the Sohn Investment Conference, NYC, May 2015 

Published by 
investigative 
journalist Bethany 
McLean, NYC, 
September 2018

Over the past several years, prominent critics have intensively scrutinized the economic
underpinnings of the US unconventional oil & gas sector. One of the more sensational
critiques came from hedge fund manager David Einhorn, who in 2015 called Pioneer
Natural Resources the “Motherfracker” and argued that it was the apotheosis of a
business model that consumed capital without yielding economically sustainable
hydrocarbon production.

More recently, Bethany McLean, who helped break the Enron scandal in 2001, has turned
her investigative lens on the unconventional oil & gas business and recently released a
book titled “Saudi America: The Truth About Fracking and How It's Changing the World.”
Her viewpoint is less pugnaciously expressed than Mr. Einhorn’s, but may actually be
starker, as it likens the financial and investment environment now surrounding the
fracking revolution to that which accompanied the dot-com bubble in the late 1990s.

Einhorn, McClean, and other critics raise points worthy of serious consideration given the
potential systemic consequences for the global oil, gas, and financial architectures if the
future they see were actually to manifest. This Research Deck leverages a range of data to
examine the critiques, see how they stack up against current realities of the
unconventional oil & gas business in the Permian Basin, and attempt to offer insight as to
where the Permian is headed in coming years.

Multiple data points suggest the core US unconventional producers have successfully
adapted to adverse conditions, become much more globally competitive, and are
collectively becoming the most rapidly price-responsive high-volume oil supply source
outside of Saudi Arabia.

https://www.businessinsider.com/david-einhorns-pitching-a-new-investment-idea-at-a-big-wall-street-conference-2015-5
https://globalreports.columbia.edu/books/saudi-america/


Meanwhile In West Texas (and SE New Mexico)…Activity and Hydrocarbon Production are Booming

 Comparing production trends to the direction of WTI Midland crude oil prices makes a strong case that “$60 is the new $100.” Efficiency gains achieved
during the 2014-2016 downturn have helped drive Permian producers’ increased price competitiveness over the past 18 months. Furthermore, many of
the specific changes made—such as putting produced water on pipeline and moving to pad drilling and longer laterals—generally resist the cost inflation
that often accompanies a resurgence in drilling activity such as that which has transpired in the Permian since early 2017.

Source: Bloomberg, EIA Source: BP Statistical Review of Energy (2018), EIA

Permian Oil Production vs. Prices—Output Now Nearly 2.5X Venezuela’s Permian Natural Gas Production Now Exceeds Norway’s

Gas production of selected countries in 2017



As Output Booms, Many of The “Large” Permian-Focused E&Ps are Becoming Free Cash-Flow Positive

 Company slide decks are replete with creative 
financial metrics, including “ATROR,” “CROCI,” 
“ROACE,” etc.

 To keep things simple—and assess business 
sustainability at the most fundamental level—we 
examine the relationship between companies’ income 
and their CAPEX. Subtracting CAPEX from income 
yields a decent approximation of free cash flow. The 
rationale for using this approach is straightforward:  a 
business cannot survive long-term by constantly 
tapping the capital markets and divesting assets to 
plug balance sheet holes caused by operational 
losses. Rather, management must find a way to 
directly make returns on the capital the firm invests.

 Pioneer 

Natural 

Resources 

 Concho 

Resources 
 Devon Energy 

 Cimarex 

Energy 
 Apache Corp.  EOG Resources  Encana 

2010 $89 -$1,378 -$998 $119 $1,804 -$2,873 -$2,401

2011 -$760 -$546 -$1,310 -$367 $2,875 -$2,372 -$683

2012 -$1,218 -$1,536 -$3,269 -$535 -$1,027 -$2,118 -$369

2013 -$730 -$518 -$1,322 -$300 $279 $269 -$423

2014 -$1,210 -$915 -$7,469 -$579 -$3,007 $402 $141

2015 -$1,138 -$981 -$996 -$358 -$2,194 -$1,418 -$551

2016 -$561 -$1,074 -$2,188 -$96 $481 -$224 -$507

2017 -$611 -$838 $104 -$182 -$332 $141 -$746

2018E (BBER) $98 $214 $1,045 -$115 $135 $2,018 $186

 Diamondback 

Energy 
 Parsley Energy 

 Laredo 

Petroleum 

 Jagged Peak 

Energy 

 Halcon 

Resources 
 WPX Energy  QEP  Matador 

2010 -$49 n/a -$304 n/a $3 -$800 -$362 -$133

2011 -$52 n/a -$363 n/a $4 -$366 -$139 -$99

2012 -$63 n/a -$564 n/a -$1,434 -$725 -$1,504 -$184

2013 -$779 -$373 -$412 n/a -$2,026 -$518 -$411 -$188

2014 -$1,091 -$1,063 -$855 -$182 -$899 -$737 -$1,184 -$319

2015 -$486 -$304 -$317 -$90 -$203 -$305 -$758 -$289

2016 -$858 -$1,657 -$142 -$164 -$11 -$310 -$544 -$320

2017 -$2,345 -$2,642 -$179 -$421 -$1,314 -$654 -$1,376 -$521

2018E (BBER) -$509 -$461 -$75 -$305 -$592 -$118 -$280 -$392

FCF = Cash Flow From Operating Activities - CAPEX

Note that these numbers do not include 
the Majors who are diving into Permian 
unconventional development such as 
Shell, Chevron, and Exxon. It also does not 
include large privately-held drillers such 
as Endeavor and Mewbourne, who may 
be more likely to be cashflow-positive 
because (1) they do not have as 
straightforward a route of access to the 
capital markets as their publicly-traded 
peers enjoy, and (2) nor do they have the 
private equity backing of a Guidon or a 
Primexx.

Source: Bloomberg



The Big Unconventional Producers’ 2017 Financial Projections Foreshadowed a Turn 
to Becoming FCF-Positive at the Enterprise Level in the Near Future.

Company
2016 Liquids 

Production, Kbd*

Does Company Plan to Fund 

2017 CAPEX Without Taking on 

Net Debt to Do So?

2017 Forecast Production 

Growth From 2016**
Notes

EOG Resources 361 Yes 18%
Anticipated oil production increase at 

$50 WTI

Anadarko Petroleum 353 Likely, Yes 20%+
Assumes $55 WTI and $3.00/mcf 

Henry Hub gas

Devon Energy 235 Yes 13%-17% Anticipated U.S. oil growth

Pioneer Natural Resources 177 Yes 15%-18%

Marathon Oil 171 Yes 15%-20%

Apache Corp. 158 Yes 1% to 8% Assuming a $50/bbl oil price 

Noble Energy 154 Likely, Yes 30%
U.S. onshore oil, Figure boosted by 

Clayton Williams Energy purchase

Continental Resources 128 Yes 20%+
Assumes $55 WTI and $3.14/mcf gas 

price

Concho Resources 92 Yes 25%
Anticipated increase in crude oil 

production

Cimarex Energy 84 Yes 13%

*Crude, condensate, 

and NGLs

**Oil & gas combined, unless 

otherwise noted.**

Source: Company Reports

Now For  Bit of 20/20 Financial Hindsight…Could We Have Seen the Turn Coming?

-- Collins, Gabriel. 2017. U.S. Oil Producers’ Resilience Will Likely Force OPEC to Sustain Cuts. 
Issue brief no. 04.17.17. Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy, Houston, Texas.



Key Factors Driving the Broader Permian 
Trend Toward Positive Free Cash Flow*

Key Proviso:  *As Long As Realized WTI Prices Are at or Above $50/bbl*

1. Rising output and productivity

2. Majors are now beginning to develop Permian unconventional assets at scale

3. Infrastructure development is now delivering sustained, inflation-protected cost 
suppression.

4. Knowledge is being transmitted more broadly across the sector



Rising Permian Oil Production—It’s Not Just the Big Guys. 

 25 “core” operators account for 
about 50% of overall Permian 
oil output

 But since the January 2016 oil 
price bottoming, the smaller 
producers in aggregate have 
boosted output by more than 
twice as much as the 5-biggest 
players.

 These data suggest a broader 
set of operators can profitably 
drill and produce wells with WTI 
Midland between $50 and 
$60/bbl.

 Roughly 100-110 operators are 
actively drilling in the Basin, 
according to FracFocus data 
spanning the last four quarters.

Production, Bpd WTI Midland Price, $/bbl

Source: Company Reports, New Mexico OCD, Scanlon et.al (conventional production), Texas RRC, Author’s Analysis

Key Insights

Jan-16 Aug-18 Change, Bpd

5-Largest LTO Producers 429,547 798,203 368,656

Next 20 large LTO 

producers
599,779 903,851 304,072

Remaining Producers in 

LTO space
280,067 1,140,553 860,485

Change in Crude Oil Output, By Group



But The Big Guys Are Leading the Charge Toward Profitability

Historical and Estimated 2018 Free Cash Flow

The “biggest” Permian operators in 
terms of balance sheet heft are the 
Majors (i.e. BP, Chevron, 
ExxonMobil, Oxy, and Shell). Their 
financial diversification insulates 
them from downturns in a way that 
pure-play independents generally 
cannot replicate, even with 
sophisticated hedging programs.

Equally important—if not more so—the Permian majors are beginning to view shale as a true portfolio asset. Quarter-to-
quarter price volatility is likely to have much less effect on their operations than it can on smaller firms’ activity levels. 
They will also be able to realize economies of scale at a level that only a handful of the current independents can. Plus, 
their presence may help serve as an anchor point for thinking about infrastructure solutions at a Basin-level, particularly 
for items such as water, outbound crude and gas transport solutions, reduction of trucking, and the like.

Source: Bloomberg



Permian Shale is Becoming a True Portfolio Asset For The Majors

An Example of the Stakes: The US Lower 48 (Permian-heavy) Supplied More of Exxon Mobil’s 
Annual Liquids Production in 2017 Than the Middle East, and Roughly as Much as All of 
Africa Did. And XOM Projects Its Permian Output Will Reach 600 thousand BOE/d by 2025.

The Majors Are Scaling Up Their Permian Output—And It’s 
Mostly Unconventional

Source: NM OCD, Texas RRC Source: XOM Company Reports

Many of the majors also benefit from large and long-held legacy acreage positions that help them avoid the crushing land acquisition 
cost burdens many independents face—an acute challenge for those who entered the Permian during the recent “land rush.”



Permian Profitability Is an Infrastructure and Integration Game
 The molecular endowment of a given block of acreage is geologically fixed, but the other elements of the unconventional oil & gas

development equation are highly dynamic. These include drilling and completion costs, materials sourcing, and midstream services to
evacuate oil, gas, and produced water. All are subject to cost reduction via technological improvements--and most of all--solutions
delivered through more deeply integrated infrastructure and when feasible, economies of scale.

What Management Said Almost 2 Years Ago:
“The majority of these cost savings are 
expected to be sustainable due to significant 
enhancements in the power and water‐handling 
infrastructure over the past few years.”
—Devon Q4 2016 Operations Report, 

Devon Energy Delaware Basin Lease Operating Expenses, $/BOE

Source: Company Reports, Author’s Estimate

What is Happening Now:
The company’s investments in fixed 
infrastructure like power and pipelines, as well 
as sand, dedicated rigs, and frac crews appear 
to be delivering lower operating expenses even 
as activity heats back up and service cost 
inflation looms Basin-wide.

Cost savings ultimately accrue to the bottom line, as Devon 
reported $66 million in free cashflow on $322 million of 
revenue in 2Q2018 for its Delaware Basin assets.



But Scale and Cost-Control Alone Don’t Yield Profitability: Commodity Prices and Geologic Productivity Matter Greatly

Estimated Financial Returns of Encana’s RAB Davidson 33 Well Pad Project Under 3 Commodity Price Scenarios

Source: Bloomberg, Texas RRC, Author’s Analysis

• Assumed royalty rate 25% 

gross revenue

• Assumed lease operating 

expenses of $8.50/BOE

There are two distinct ways to look at this 
example. The accountant says “it looks like 
a capital burner—we need to tighten the 
project sign-off standards.” The shale 
developers say “we’ve already paid back 
60% of the wells’ cost and we’re less than 
3 years into their operating life. If we can 
do this consistently and hit periodic home 
runs across our portfolio, we’ll make 
money. And we’ll improve our operation 
over time and become more profitable.” 

Wall Street swings back and forth between 
these views, and demands greater 
financial discipline during downturns. 

Shale is ultimately an industrial probability 
exercise, where having great rock, sharp 
technical people, and economies of scale 
can meaningfully “tilt” the probabilities in 
a company’s favor



The Roots of Modularity: Sample Payback Times From Actual Wells at Actual Commodity Prices

Approximately 1 year payback of invested capital Payback in less than 1 year

While shale developers generally will take a “portfolio-wide” approach, the capacity of specific well packages to deliver outsize returns highlights the “modular” 
nature of investment in unconventional projects. Modular development reduces capital, commodity price, and political risks and gives management teams 
more control over timing and scale of development. It helps them ring fence risk and avoid expensive, long-term sunk cost commitments to a specific asset.



Case Example of Productivity Improvements at the 
Operator Level:  

EOG Resources’ Southeast New Mexico Wells



Why EOG Picked + Methodology Overview

• Why Pick EOG?  It’s a technical leader in the unconventional space with solid 
acreage and a proven record of organic, drillbit-led growth and development—
the “Apple of oil.”

• The working hypothesis is that the techniques EOG uses and the productivity 
gains it may reap are likely to be lead indicators for what can happen as the 
knowledge diffuses across the industry and each operator adapts what was 
learned to its own operations.

• Furthermore, EOG’s Permian Basin acreage is reasonably “blocky,” with 
particularly high contiguity/near-contiguity in and around geological sweetspots
in Lea County, NM, Loving County and Reeves Counties, TX. Accordingly, the 
company possesses an acreage footprint amenable to emplacement of water 
and other infrastructure that facilitates scaling up operations while resisting 
service cost inflation.

• Methodology: Download monthly production data from New Mexico Oil 
Conservation Division website, add up production of oil and gas during first 6 
months of reported production. Divide MCF of natural gas by 6 to adjust into 
“barrel of oil equivalent” terms, add to oil production to reach a “Barrel of Oil 
Equivalent” a/k/a “BOE” figure. If the first month in the dataset for a given well 
reported “0” production, then I used the first six consecutive months in which a 
material production volume was reported.

Source: EOG 3Q2018 Investor Presentation

The dataset used in this analysis 
focuses on Lea County, NM.



What Do Productivity Gains Look Like at the Company Level—Leading E&P

• The bulk of well productivity figures clusters higher and higher as time rolls forward from late 2013 onwards. Median oil production per well in the first 6 
months basically doubled between 1Q2014 and 1Q2018.

• Much of the production—typically 70%-to-80%--is oil.

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis (Research assistance provided by Nosa James)

Production of EOG Southeast New Mexico Wells, First 6 Months of Operational Life

(Oil, gas, and other liquids)



Drivers of EOG’s Per Well Productivity Boost: Part 1

1. Keeping Oil Percentage High 2. Drilling Longer Laterals, Capturing Capital Efficiencies

Est. Lateral length, feet

Lateral length estimated using data reported by EOG to the New Mexico Oil Conservation 
Division ( Measured Vertical Depth – Total Vertical Depth = Estimated Lateral Length) 

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis (Research assistance provided by Nosa James)



Drivers of EOG’s Per Well Productivity Boost: Part 2
4. …While Keeping Completions Productive3. Keeping Costs Down in the Face of Inflation…

Source: EOG 3Q2018 Investor Presentation

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis



Company Level Productivity—Leading E&P vs. Mid-Sized E&P

• The bulk of well productivity figures clusters higher and higher as time rolls forward from late 2013 onwards. Median oil production per well in the first 6 
months basically doubles between 1Q2014 and 1Q2018.

• Average oil cut since 1Q2016 is 75% for EOG, 66% for Matador

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis (Research assistance provided by Nosa James)

Production of Southeast New Mexico Wells, First 6 Months of Operational Life



Stacking Them Up: Mid-Sized E&P vs. Leading E&P

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis (Research assistance provided by Nosa James)

Production of Matador Southeast New Mexico Wells, First 6 Months of Operational Life



At the Basin-Wide Level, Productivity and Profitability 
Also Depend on Operational Excellence and 
Transmission of Knowledge



Knowledge Transmission Between Permian Operators Appears Live and Well

“Equally important, knowledge will likely disseminate 
across operators over time. Innovations by skilled 
engineers, geologists, data scientists, and smart field 
personnel at larger technical leaders such as 
Anadarko Petroleum Corp., Apache Corp., Concho 
Resources Inc., Continental Resources, Devon Energy, 
EOG, Pioneer Natural Resources, and others will 
eventually be transmitted across firms and drive 
incremental, sector-wide productivity gains.”

-- Collins, Gabriel. 2017. U.S. Oil Producers’ Resilience 
Will Likely Force OPEC to Sustain Cuts. Issue brief no. 
04.17.17. Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public 
Policy, Houston, Texas.

Total Wells 

Completed

Wells 

Completed by 25-

Largest 

Completers

Largest 

Completers' 

Proportion of 

Total Wells 

reported

Operators 

Reporting at 

Least One 

Completion

Frac Water 

Used, Bbl

Avg. Frac Water 

Per Well, Bbl

1Q2014 1873 1303 70% 137 104,588,895 55,840

2Q2014 2024 1416 70% 132 124,006,398 61,268

3Q2014 1943 1356 70% 131 139,908,190 72,006

4Q2014 1995 1405 70% 140 155,392,239 77,891

1Q2015 1398 1082 77% 110 145,746,958 104,254

2Q2015 1103 874 79% 100 139,906,079 126,841

3Q2015 1021 796 78% 103 137,412,250 134,586

4Q2015 763 581 76% 92 139,345,350 182,628

1Q2016 682 541 79% 85 141,404,002 207,337

2Q2016 681 509 75% 89 148,256,007 217,703

3Q2016 686 498 73% 91 166,139,680 242,186

4Q2016 783 571 73% 103 200,020,743 255,454

1Q2017 864 614 71% 104 237,382,230 274,748

2Q2017 680 479 70% 96 189,288,644 278,366

3Q2017 1,094 786 72% 103 337,928,235 308,892

4Q2017 1,196 816 68% 108 359,300,667 300,419

1Q2018 1,233 841 68% 106 367,595,424 298,131

2Q2018 1325 867 65% 112 419,081,079 316,288

Since oil prices bottomed in January 2016, the 
largest operators’ share of completions has 
steadily declined as rising activity levels bring 
more operators back into the market. Best 
practices appear to be spreading broadly across 
the Basin, with completions intensity and well 
productivity rising apace. For instance, between 
2Q2016 and 2Q2018, the average water usage 
of frac completions Permian-wide increased by 
50%.  

Tough market conditions and consolidation have also thinned the ranks of operators actively completing wells 
in the Basin. Throughout 2014, an average of 135 operators completed wells in any given quarter.  This has 
declined to approximately 110 operators in the first half of 2018 despite significant growth in oil & gas 
production in the Permian since 2014.

Source: FracFocus



Sample Pathways For Knowledge Transmission Between Operators

 “Opposition research” on competitors’ operations

 SPE Events & Industry Conferences

 Employees Moving between Firms

 Common service companies?



Drilling Permits: Implications for Drilling and Consolidation Activities

 Only shows data from TX RRC 
District 08, the most active part of 
the basin aside from Lea and Eddy 
Counties in NM.

 Total sample of more than 130 
operators.

 Similar to production, a 
concentrated group of operators 
drives permitting activity district-
wide. Of the 132 companies shown, 
the 5-largest permit seekers 
account for 27% of approved 
drilling permits in District 08 and 
the 10-largest operators account for 
42% of approved drilling permits.

Source: TX RRC, Author’s Analysis

Drilling Permits Approved by Operator in Texas. 2018)



Profiles of a Few Permian Consolidators (Actual and Prospective)

Pathways to Growth

Production as Multiple 
of 1Q2009 Level

Underlying Production Volumes

Organic Drillbit (Pioneer), Organic Drillbit
With Occasional Acquisitions (EOG), 
Acquisitive + Organic Drillbit (Concho)

Source: Bloomberg, Company Reports, Author’s Analysis

‘000 boe/d



Takeover Logic Case Example: Diamondback Energy & Ajax Resources, August 2018

1. Asset Has Been Proven Up Through the Drillbit & Is Held by 
Production

2. And Makes Acquirer’s Existing Footprint “Blockier”

‘000 bpd

Source: FracFocus, Texas RRC

Wells 
drilled 
(single well, 
unless 
otherwise 

denoted)

Source: Oil & Gas Investor, Buyer/Seller Annotation added by Author

Buyer

Seller



Takeover Logic Hypothetical Example: Capturing Scale Up Opportunities

1. Potential Acquirer is Scaling Up
Lateral Length, ft

2. Potential Acquiree (Ideally Adjacent) Has Proven 
Acreage But Not Yet Scaled Up

Source: NM OCD, Author’s Analysis (Research assistance provided by Nosa James)

Drilling longer laterals Potential upsizing opportunity

Operator X Operator Y



When the Permian thrives, energy 
consumers worldwide benefit.



Permian Production Growth Has Been a Major Global Shock Absorber
Thought Exercise: What if the Permian Unconventional 
Space Hadn’t Taken Off?

The Permian Basin is Now the World’s Premier Non-OPEC, 
Non-Middle East Source of Oil Supply Growth

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2018, EIA Source: EIA, OPEC Monthly Oil Market Report



Implications of Broader Permian Profitability
• An increasing number of Permian-centric operators are becoming free cashflow positive around the $60 WTI Midland 

price range.

• The dynamic interaction between geology (i.e. rock quality), scale, technology, and global commodity pricing will 
present a range of challenges as well as commensurate opportunities for creative parties to make money by helping to 
solve pinch points.

• Scale and technology are likely to become intertwined as scale-driven returns can be turbocharged by the application 
of technological solutions (such as automation) that snowball and deliver disproportionately larger positive impacts to 
large operators that can deeply integrate the technology across large, contiguous acreage positions.

• Other unconventional basins in the US generally lack the Permian’s geological endownment, but the technological, 
scale-based, and operational breakthroughs in the Permian are—and will continue to be—exported to other basins 
and positively impact the overall US competitive position in global energy markets.

• OPEC faces a sustained and significant challenge for the marginal supply barrels that help set prices, particularly if the 
Permian-centric trends outlined in this Research Deck spread to other basins and achieve scale.

• The contest between Permian (and other US) producers’ economic breakeven price and the “social breakeven” prices 
needed by Russia and key OPEC producers will play a major influencing role on global oil markets during the next 
decade.

• Downstream infrastructure will be vital—particularly on the Gulf Coast, where the next big bottleneck is likely to 
emerge within the next 9-12 months as additional pipelines out of the Permian enter service.

• Key x-factor: what recoverability rates can producers ultimately reach in the Permian and other unconventional plays?



Further Reading

• Gabriel Collins, “U.S. Oil Producers’ Resilience Will Likely Force OPEC to Sustain Cuts,” Issue 

brief no. 04.17.17, Baker Institute for Public Policy, Houston, Texas, 

https://www.bakerinstitute.org/media/files/files/f1772195/BI-Brief-041717-CES_OPEC.pdf

• Gabriel Collins and Kenneth B. Medlock, “Assessing Shale Producers’ Ability to Scale-up 

Activity,” Issue brief no. 01.17.17, Baker Institute for Public Policy, Houston, Texas, 

https://www.bakerinstitute.org/research/assessing-shale-producers-ability-scale-activity/

https://www.bakerinstitute.org/media/files/files/f1772195/BI-Brief-041717-CES_OPEC.pdf
https://www.bakerinstitute.org/research/assessing-shale-producers-ability-scale-activity/

